Propane Autogas.

The newest way to go green with Thomas.

Our buses may be yellow.
But our company is green.
Thomas Built Buses is pleased to announce
our new propane-fueled Minotour® and
Saf-T-Liner® C2 buses, coming soon.
These vehicles join our C2e Hybrid and
CNG HDX models, expanding our green
line-up.
What do we mean by green?
Thomas Built Buses is a Zero-Waste-toLandfill manufacturer, so every vehicle
we produce is green before it rolls off
our assembly line. Our parent company,
Daimler, is focused on reducing fuel
consumption and exhaust emissions for all
commercial vehicles. The Shaping Future
Transportation initiative has put more than
225,000 alternative-power trucks and
buses on the road already. Thomas Built
Buses is leading the way in green school
transportation. And propane-fueled buses
are our latest contribution.
Good fit for your fleet.
Driving our propane autogas Minotour and
C2 buses is very similar to driving gasoline or
diesel vehicles. Your drivers will barely notice

the difference. Both buses offer optimal
fuel economy and performance while
reducing greenhouse gas emissions. They
are CARB-certified, even exceeding EPA
2010 emissions requirements. The buses
are easy to maintain. And setting up a
propane fueling infrastructure at your fleet
location is simple.
The added benefits of propane.
Propane-powered vehicles are popular
around the world. In fact, there are more
than 15 million in use. In the United States,
we have an abundant supply of propane.
Ninety percent of the propane America
uses is produced domestically, reducing
our dependence on foreign oil.
Propane is also a great financial decision.
Your propane vehicles are eligible for
incredible tax credits. A 50¢ per gallon tax
credit helps you save at the pump on a fuel
that is already economical.
Our ongoing commitment.
Our company is committed to alternativepowered vehicles and environmental
sustainability, and we welcome customers
who are as passionate as we are. Together,
we can drive this movement into a brighter
future for everyone.

fast facts
50¢/gallon tax credit
CARB-certified
Exceeds EPA 2010
emissions requirements
Abundant domestic supply
of propane
Economical and efficient
Easy set-up at fleet location
Exceptional performance
Fully-integrated fuel system
Reduction in greenhouse
gas emissions
C2: 8.0 liter LPG
Minotour: 6.0 liter LPG

All buses manufacturered in
a Zero-Waste-to-Landfill facility.

Visit Thomasbus.com for more information.
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